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SURVEYING THE PRECAUTIONARY 
PRINCIPLE’S ONGOING GLOBAL 
DEVELOPMENT: THE EVOLUTION OF  
AN EMERGENT ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT TOOL 
Scott LaFranchi*
Abstract: The precautionary principle, which many trace back to Ger-
man regulations promulgated in the early 1970s, has developed into an 
important environmental management tool. Its inclusion in numerous 
international treaties and agreements over the past seventeen years con-
ªrms its signiªcance. Beyond international treaties, many foreign gov-
ernments have explored the application of the precautionary principle 
to their own decisionmaking procedures. For instance, the precaution-
ary principle has been the central focus of judicial decisions in Austra-
lia, Canada, and India. Despite this growing global acceptance and im-
plementation of the precautionary principle, the United States has 
remained adamantly opposed to its introduction into domestic policy. 
This Note focuses on international application or non-application of 
the precautionary principle in order to better understand the United 
States’ current opposition. Ultimately, this comparative analysis should 
clarify, which, if any, governmental avenue will prove most effective in 
laying the foundation for implementation of the precautionary princi-
ple in this country. 
Introduction 
 A wealth of recent discourse has focused on an emergent envi-
ronmental management tool: the precautionary principle.1 Simply 
stated, the precautionary principle stands for the idea that inaction is 
preferable to action in circumstances where taking action could result 
in serious or irreversible harm.2 Although this proposition appears to 
                                                                                                                      
* Symposium Editor, Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review, 2004–
05. 
1 See, e.g., Perspectives on the Precautionary Principle (Ronnie Harding & Eliza-
beth Fisher eds., 1999) [hereinafter Perspectives]. 
2 See Ronnie Harding & Elizabeth Fisher, Introducing the Precautionary Principle, in Per-
spectives, supra note 1, at 2, 2–3. 
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make logical sense—a syllogism of sorts—the United States has yet to 
incorporate the precautionary principle into its environmental law or 
policy.3 While the actual application of the precautionary principle is 
much more complicated than the simplistic deªnition offered above 
suggests, the United States’ rejection of the precautionary principle 
deserves critical analysis and attention, especially in light of the prin-
ciple’s recent and overwhelming emergence onto the international 
environmental law scene.4
 In order to better understand the United States’ antipathy toward 
the precautionary principle, one must ªrst understand the implications 
associated with its adoption.5 Despite the United States’ hesitancy to 
adopt or support the precautionary principle,6 one ªnds a plethora of 
foreign case law providing valuable insight into the causes and effects 
of adhering to, or rejecting, the precautionary principle.7 Speciªcally, 
Australia, Canada, and India have each produced illustrative cases ad-
dressing the application of this emergent environmental management 
tool.8 These foreign cases provide a valuable background upon which 
to view the United States’ current opposition to the precautionary 
principle.9 Furthermore, these cases may forecast future prospects for 
the precautionary principle in the United States, especially when con-
sidered in conjunction with recent domestic developments concerning 
the precautionary principle.10
 In examining the past, present, and future roles of the precau-
tionary principle in U.S. environmental law and policy, this Note will 
ªrst detail the origin and subsequent development of the principle. 
Next, the Note will elucidate the principle by examining its inclusion 
in numerous international treaties and agreements. The Note then 
summarizes foreign case law addressing issues speciªcally related to 
                                                                                                                      
3 See, e.g., John D. Graham, The Perils of the Precautionary Principle: Lessons from the 
American and European Experience, Heritage Lectures (Oct. 20, 2003), in Heritage Lec-
tures 1, 4 ( Jan. 15, 2004), http://www.heritage.org/Research/Regulation/loader.cfm?url= 
/commonspot/security/getªle.cfm&PageID=54513. 
4 See id. 
5 See id. 
6 See id. 
7 See, e.g., Leatch v. Nat’l Parks & Wildlife Serv. (1993) 81 L.G.E.R.A. 270, 282–87 
(Land & Env’t Ct. of N.S.W.); W. Can. Wilderness Comm. v. British Columbia (Ministry of 
Forests, S. Island Forest Dist.), [2003] 15 B.C.L.R.4th 229, 246–48 (B.C. Ct. App.). 
8 Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 282–87; W. Can. Wilderness Comm., 15 B.C.L.R.4th at 229, 246–
48; Mehta v. Union of India, (2002) 2 S.C.R. 963, 968–69, 972 (India). 
9 See Graham, supra note 3, at 4. 
10 See, e.g., Proposed Bulletin on Peer Review and Information Quality, 68 Fed. Reg. 
54,023 (proposed Sept. 15, 2003) [hereinafter Proposed Bulletin]; see also infra Parts III–V. 
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the precautionary principle. Finally, the Note breaks the foreign cases 
into component parts and compares them to their U.S. analogues. In 
this section, the Note looks to the relationship between the precau-
tionary principle and judicial, administrative, and legislative policy, 
with the intent of determining which governmental body will prove 
most effective in inºuencing adoption of the precautionary principle 
as an environmental management tool. 
I. Understanding the Precautionary Principle 
A. The Birth and Development of the Precautionary Principle 
 The widespread international use and development of the pre-
cautionary principle speaks directly to the growing global concern 
over the negative health and environmental implications ºowing from 
human activity.11 The United States, however, has been hesitant to 
adopt, implement, or enforce any of the numerous current manifesta-
tions of the precautionary principle.12 This hesitancy on the part of 
the United States has added to the overall confusion and controversy 
surrounding application of the precautionary principle;13 yet this 
widely unknown and misunderstood principle has had a long and rich 
history, with roots reaching almost as far back as the environmental 
movement itself.14
 In the early 1970s, Germany initiated the development of an air 
pollution control concept known as Vorsorgeprinzip.15 Many consider 
the German development of Vorsorgeprinzip to signify the true creation 
of the precautionary principle, in light of the attention it focuses on 
“long term planning to avoid damage to the environment, early de-
tection of dangers to health and environment through comprehen-
sive research, and acting in advance of conclusive scientiªc evidence 
of harm.”16 The precautionary foundation of Vorsorgeprinzip has been 
described as an “action principle” that holds public authorities re-
sponsible for protecting the natural foundations of life and preserv-
ing the physical world for the present and future generations, and 
                                                                                                                      
11 See Harding & Fisher, supra note 2, at 2–3. 
12 See Zygmunt J.B. Plater et al., Environmental Law and Policy: Nature, Law, 
and Society 1268 (4th ed. 2004); Graham, supra note 3, at 2, 4. 
13 See Ronnie Harding & Elizabeth Fisher, Preface to Perspectives, supra note 1, at v, vi. 
14 See Harding & Fisher, supra note 2, at 4. The modern environmental movement can 
be traced back to developments in the 1960s. See Plater, supra note 12, at 44. 
15 See Harding & Fisher, supra note 2, at 4. 
16 Id. 
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“‘can therefore be used to counter the short-termism endemic in all 
democratic, consumption oriented societies.’”17 Despite development 
of the Vorsorgeprinzip concept in the 1970s, the precautionary princi-
ple itself did not gain widespread international recognition until the 
1980s.18 In 1982, an early version of the precautionary principle was 
adopted by the United Nations in its General Assembly Resolution on 
the World Charter for Nature.19 While the Resolution did not 
speciªcally incorporate the precautionary principle by name, Princi-
ple 11 did include two directives that have become fundamental to 
the modern concept of precaution: 
  (1) Activities which are likely to cause irreversible damage to 
nature shall be avoided; 
  (2) Activities which are likely to pose a signiªcant risk to na-
ture shall be preceded by an exhaustive examination, their 
proponents shall demonstrate that expected beneªts out-
weigh potential damage to nature, and where potential ad-
verse effects are not fully understood, the activities should 
not proceed.20
 Of particular interest, Principle 11 incorporated both the theo-
ries of irreversible damage and scientiªc uncertainty.21 In 1987, ªve 
years after the drafting of the World Charter for Nature, the repre-
sented parties to the London Declaration of the Second International 
North Sea Conference gave explicit reference to a precautionary ap-
proach.22 In pertinent part, the declaration stated that marine ecosys-
tems should be safeguarded with the best available technology, “even 
where there is no scientiªc evidence to prove a causal link between 
emissions and effects.”23 Although this international agreement dealt 
entirely with sea pollutants deemed to be dangerous substances,24 its 
drafting and subsequent ratiªcation marks the beginning of wide-
                                                                                                                      
17 Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen, The Precautionary Principle in Germany—Enabling Gov-
ernment, in Interpreting the Precautionary Principle 31, 38, 55 (Tim O’Riordan & 
James Cameron eds., 1994). 
18 Harding & Fisher, supra note 2, at 5. 
19 See U.N. General Assembly Resolution on the World Charter for Nature, G.A. Res. 317/7, 
U.N. GAOR, 37th Sess., Supp. No. 51, at 17, U.N. Doc. A/37/51 (1983). 
20 Id. 
21 Id. 
22 Second International Conference on the Protection of the North Sea: Ministerial 
Declaration Calling for Reduction of Pollution, Nov. 24–25, 1987, 27 I.L.M. 835, 848. 
23 Id. 
24 Id. 
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spread international acceptance and employment of the precaution-
ary principle.25
B. Emergence of the Precautionary Principle in International Agreements 
 Since 1987, several international treaties and agreements have 
included some form of the precautionary principle.26 These interna-
tional instruments have addressed a broad spectrum of environ-
mental issues, ranging from general environmental policy to precise 
issues of environmental concern.27 Moreover, both soft and hard law 
instruments have embraced the precautionary principle, meaning 
that both binding and nonbinding instruments have endorsed a pre-
cautionary approach.28 While this Note will not discuss questions con-
cerning the implementation or efªcacy of these international instru-
ments, a general examination into the inclusion of the precautionary 
principle in these international instruments will ultimately help to 
clarify how this environmental management tool may be applied to 
various environmental and health concerns.29
1. Nonbinding International Agreements 
 Reºecting the growing global interest in, and acceptance of, the 
precautionary principle, many of the nonbinding international agree-
ments, declarations, and recommendations drafted in the early 1990s 
included provisions promoting the precautionary principle.30 The 
Houston Economic Summit Declaration, arising from the 1990 G-7 
meeting, stated in part, “in the face of threats of irreversible environ-
mental damage, lack of full scientiªc certainty is no excuse to postpone 
                                                                                                                      
25 See James Cameron, The Precautionary Principle: Core Meaning, Constitutional Framework 
and Procedures for Implementation, in Perspectives, supra note 1, at 29, 29–30. 
26 See, e.g., United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, adopted May 9, 
1992, art. 3, pt. 3, 1771 U.N.T.S. 165, 170, 31 I.L.M. 849, 854 (entered into force Mar. 21, 
1994) (addressing role of precaution in abatement of climate change). 
27 See id.; United Nations Conference on Environment and Development: Rio Declara-
tion on Environment and Development, adopted June 14, 1992, U.N. Doc. A/Conf151/5/ 
Rev.1, 31 I.L.M. 874, 879 [hereinafter Rio Declaration] (addressing need for precautionary 
approach in general protection of environment). 
28 David A. Wirth, Precaution in International Environmental Policy and United States Law 
and Practice, 10 N. Am. Envtl. L. & Pol’y 221, 227–28 (2003). 
29 See infra Part I.B.1–2. 
30 See Wirth, supra note 28, at 228–30. 
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actions which are justiªed in their own right.”31 In the same year, the 
European States, Canada, and the United States also addressed the im-
portance of a precautionary approach in environmental policy in the 
Bergen Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable Development in the 
Economic Commission for Europe Region.32 In relevant part the Ber-
gen Declaration provides as follows: 
In order to achieve sustainable development, policies must be 
based on the precautionary principle. Environmental meas-
ures must anticipate, prevent and attack the causes of envi-
ronmental degradation. Where there are threats of serious or 
irreversible damage, lack of full scientiªc certainty should not 
be used as a reason for postponing measures to prevent envi-
ronmental degradation.33
 It is important to note that the Bergen Declaration includes a 
distinctively different approach from that of the Houston Declara-
tion.34 First, the Bergen Declaration—unlike the Houston Declara-
tion—expressly emphasizes the importance of environmental protec-
tion by including an instruction to “anticipate, prevent and attack the 
causes of environmental degradation.”35 Furthermore, the Bergen 
Declaration intentionally expanded the scope of the precautionary 
principle by focusing not only on the threat of “irreversible damage” 
as an indicator that the principle should apply, but also on the threat 
of serious damage.36 The Bergen Declaration served as the forerun-
ner to the creation of the Rio Declaration on Environment and De-
velopment in 1992, a nonbinding recommendation adopted by the 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development 
(UNCED), in which over a hundred heads of state and government 
participated.37 In reference to the precautionary principle, Principle 
15 of the Rio Declaration states: “In order to protect the environment, 
                                                                                                                      
31 Houston Economic Summit Declaration, 26 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 1064, 1070 
( July 11, 1990), available at http://www.g8.utoronto.ca/summit/1990houston/communi-
que/environment.html [hereinafter Houston Declaration]. 
32 Bergen Ministerial Declaration on Sustainable Development in the Economic 
Commission for Europe Region, May 16, 1990, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.151/PC/10 (1990), 
reprinted in 20 Envtl. Pol’y & L. 100, para. 7 [hereinafter Bergen Declaration]. 
33 Id. 
34 Id.; Houston Declaration, supra note 31, at 1070. 
35 Bergen Declaration, supra note 32, at para. 7; see Houston Declaration, supra note 
31, at 1070. 
36 Bergen Declaration, supra note 32, at para. 7. 
37 See Wirth, supra note 28, at 228. 
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the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States accord-
ing to their capabilities. Where there are threats of serious or irre-
versible damage, lack of full scientiªc certainty shall not be used as a 
reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environ-
mental degradation.”38
 Signiªcant aspects of the precautionary approach contained in the 
Rio Declaration include the principle’s broad application, as evidenced 
by the inclusion of the word “widely” and the introduction of balancing 
language.39 Respecting the need for some balancing, the Rio Declara-
tion qualiªed the application of the precautionary approach depend-
ent on: (1) the capabilities of the State; and (2) the cost-effectiveness of 
a measure intended to prevent environmental degradation.40
2. Binding International Treaties 
 Unlike the “soft,” nonbinding instruments already identiªed, the 
following treaties and their relevant sections pertaining to the precau-
tionary principle are, at least in theory, legally enforceable under in-
ternational law.41 However, binding obligations resulting from a treaty 
only apply to states that have become parties to that treaty through 
the process of ratiªcation.42 Furthermore, many of the binding trea-
ties tend to be much more particularized in terms of scope and sub-
ject matter, and as such do not possess the broad applicability of non-
binding instruments.43 This section will attempt to examine some of 
the more widely known binding international treaties that have in-
cluded some form of the precautionary principle. 
 In 1992, the United Nations adopted the Framework Convention 
on Climate Change, which in part spoke to the role the precautionary 
principle should play in attacking the causes of climate change: 
The Parties should take precautionary measures to anticipate, 
prevent or minimize the causes of climate change and miti-
gate its adverse effects. Where there are threats of serious or 
irreversible damage, lack of full scientiªc certainty should not 
be used as a reason for postponing such measures, taking into 
account that policies and measures to deal with climate 
                                                                                                                      
38 Rio Declaration, supra note 27, at 879. 
39 See id. 
40 Id. 
41 See Wirth, supra note 28, at 230. 
42 See id. 
43 See id. 
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change should be cost-effective so as to ensure global beneªts 
at the lowest possible cost.44
 The Framework Convention on Climate Change succinctly cap-
tures the evolving nature of the precautionary principle as it emphati-
cally calls for anticipatory action, while at the same time recognizing 
the importance of cost-beneªt analysis.45 The United Nations also in-
cluded a precautionary approach in its Convention on Biological Di-
versity.46 The preamble to the Convention contains the following ref-
erence to precaution: “Noting also that that where there is a threat of 
signiªcant reduction or loss of biological diversity, lack of full sci-
entiªc certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing meas-
ures to avoid or minimize such a threat.”47
 The precautionary principle also found its way into international 
treaties concerning endangered species, air pollution, and protection 
of the marine environment.48 The Convention on International Trade 
in Endangered Species (CITES) at the Ninth Meeting of the Parties 
adopted a new listing criteria for endangered species resting primarily 
on the precautionary principle.49 Additionally, the Second Protocol to 
the 1979 Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution 
contains precautionary requirements that mirror those found in the 
Convention on Climate Change.50 In comparison, the Aarhus Proto-
col on Persistent Organic Pollutants to the Convention on Long-
Range Transboundary Air Pollution includes the precautionary prin-
ciple by directly incorporating Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration.51 
Further illustration of the vast applicability of the precautionary prin-
ciple in international law arises in the area of water pollution and pro-
tection of the marine environment.52 For example, the 1992 Conven-
tion for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-
Atlantic, which replaced the Oslo and Paris Conventions, included 
the precautionary principle in an effort to minimize the negative ef-
fects associated with the introduction of foreign substances or en-
                                                                                                                      
44 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, adopted May 9, 1992, 
art. 3, pt. 3, 1771 U.N.T.S. 165, 170, 31 I.L.M. 849, 854 (entered into force Mar. 21, 1994). 
45 See id. 
46 United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity, opened for signature June 5, 1992, 
pmbl., 1760 U.N.T.S. 143, 144, 31 I.L.M. 818, 822 (entered into force Dec. 29, 1993). 
47 Id. 
48 See Cameron, supra note 25, at 32–34. 
49 Id. 
50 Id. 
51 Wirth, supra note 28, at 233. 
52 Cameron, supra note 25, at 33. 
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ergy.53 Although all of these examples illustrate the broad applicabil-
ity of the precautionary principle across the entire spectrum of inter-
national environmental law, they in no way represent a complete list-
ing of the many instances in which the precautionary principle guides 
environmental policy and decisionmaking.54
II. Global Application of the Precautionary Principle 
A. Australia 
 In 1993, the Land and Environment Court of New South Wales 
presented its position with respect to the precautionary principle in 
the landmark case Leatch v. National Parks and Wildlife Service.55 The 
case concerned a proposal by the Shoalhaven City Council (Council) 
to build a new road and bridge over the Bombaderry Creek in New 
South Wales for the purpose of alleviating existing trafªc problems 
and connecting two nearby expanding residential areas.56 In order to 
proceed with the project, the Council had to obtain a license to take 
or kill endangered fauna as required by the National Parks and Wild-
life Act (NPWA).57
 Relevant sections of the NPWA specify that only the Director-
General of the National Parks and Wildlife Service (Service) may 
grant a take or kill license relating to “threatened” or “vulnerable and 
rare” fauna for which the Service has granted protected status.58 In 
making such determinations, the Director-General is required to take 
into account all relevant information, including: the factors used to 
determine whether a species is “threatened” or “vulnerable and rare”; 
the Service’s justiªcations for protecting the species; submissions re-
ceived from interested parties; and a Fauna Impact Statement (FIS),59 
produced to help determine the extent to which proposed actions will 
harm and affect local wildlife.60
                                                                                                                      
53 See id. 
54 For further examples of the precautionary principle in the international treaty con-
text, see Cameron, supra note 25, at 30–34, and Wirth, supra note 28, at 230–35. 
55 See Leatch v. Nat’l Parks & Wildlife Serv. (1993) 81 L.G.E.R.A. 270, 281–82 (Land & 
Env’t Ct. of N.S.W.). 
56 Id. at 271–72, 274. 
57 See id. at 272. 
58 National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974, § 92A–B. (N.S.W.), repealed by Threatened 
Species Conservation Act, 1995, c.4 (N.S.W.). 
59 Id. § 92B. 
60 Id. § 92D. 
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 In February of 1993, the Council submitted its FIS to the Service 
along with an application for a license to take or kill endangered 
fauna.61 The Service ultimately found numerous deªciencies with the 
FIS.62 Most notably, the FIS failed to take into account the potential 
impact the proposed project might have on the giant burrowing frog, 
a protected species.63 Dissatisªed with these deªciencies, the Service 
requested additional information from the Council.64 The new FIS 
did support the conclusion that the site proposed for the new road 
and bridge was in fact habitat of an endangered species.65 However, 
the Council proposed numerous mitigating factors which it asserted 
were sufªcient to allow Director-General approval of a take or kill li-
cense.66 First, the FIS maintained that the site could not be consid-
ered prime habitat for the giant burrowing frog in light of preexisting 
substantial degradation of the site.67 Second, the FIS concluded that 
the long term viability of the affected endangered species was already 
questionable because the site was isolated from other areas of suitable 
habitat.68 Lastly, the FIS stated that “the integrity of the gorge could 
be protected by a range of ameliorative measures, including an exten-
sive buffer conservation zone.”69
 The license approval was appealed under section 92C of the 
NPWA.70 The NPWA requires the court to take into consideration the 
same factors the Director-General was required to contemplate in his 
decision to grant a take or kill license.71 In addition to the NPWA, the 
court must also look to the Land and Environment Court Act (LECA) 
for guidance on appeals of this nature.72 Initially, LECA dictates that 
the Land and Environment Court “shall . . . have the functions and dis-
cretions which the person or body whose decision is the subject of the 
appeal,” in this case the Director-General of the Service.73 Moreover, 
                                                                                                                      
61 Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 275. 
62 Id. at 275, 276. 
63 Id. at 276. 
64 Id. 
65 Id. 
66 See id. 
67 Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 276. 
68 Id. 
69 Id. 
70 Id. at 271, 280. 
71 National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1974, § 92C (N.S.W.), repealed by Threatened Spe-
cies Conservation Act, 1995, c.4 (N.S.W.). 
72 See Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 280–81. 
73 Land and Environment Court Act, 1979, § 39(2) (N.S.W.); Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 
272. 
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the Act deªnes the appeal process as a “re-hearing” in which either 
party may add or substitute “fresh evidence.”74 Lastly, the Act commits 
the court to consideration of all other relevant Acts or instruments, as 
well as the circumstances of the case and the public interest.75
 Upon undertaking the “re-hearing” process, the court in Leatch 
attempted to address the extent to which the precautionary principle 
should have guided the Director-General’s decision to grant or deny a 
take or kill license.76 Initially, the court sought to account for both the 
domestic and international historical development of the precaution-
ary principle.77 The following is a brief synopsis of the court’s analysis. 
 In 1992, Australia passed the Intergovernmental Agreement on 
the Environment (IGAE).78 The IGAE establishes the precautionary 
principle as one consideration that should inform policymaking and 
program implementation by governmental agencies.79 The IGAE 
deªnes the precautionary principle as a “careful evaluation to avoid, 
wherever practicable, serious or irreversible damage to the environ-
ment” and “an assessment of the risk-weighted consequences of vari-
ous options.”80 The IGAE also speciªes precise areas to which the pre-
cautionary approach should apply, including: data collection and 
handling; resource assessment; land use decisions and approval proc-
esses; environmental impact assessment; national environment pro-
tection measures; climate change; biological diversity; and national 
estate, world heritage, and nature conservation.81 Locally, New South 
Wales had passed state legislation incorporating the precautionary 
principle.82 In the Protection of the Environment Administration Act, 
the state provided the following form of the precautionary principle: 
“if there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental damage, 
lack of full scientiªc certainty should not be used as a reason for post-
poning measures to prevent environmental degradation.”83
 Although some argued that the Director-General must utilize the 
precautionary principle due to its inclusion in these agreements and 
statutes, the court ultimately concluded that the principle must be 
                                                                                                                      
74 Land and Environment Court Act, 1979, § 39(3) (N.S.W.). 
75 Id. § 39(4). 
76 Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 281. 
77 Id. 
78 See id. at 281–82. 
79 Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment, 1992, § 3.5 (Austl.). 
80 Id. § 3.5.1(i)–(ii). 
81 Id. scheds. 1–9. 
82 Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 281. 
83 Protection of the Environment Administration Act, 1991, § 6(2)(a) (N.S.W.). 
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applied simply because it is a “statement of commonsence.”84 Judge 
Stein wrote: 
On behalf of the Director-General, Mr Preston made submis-
sions on the incorporation of the international law into do-
mestic law. It seems to me unnecessary to enter into this de-
bate. In my opinion the precautionary principle is a statement 
of commonsense and has already been applied by decision-
makers in appropriate circumstances prior to the principle 
being spelt out.85
 Having established a baseline understanding of the precautionary 
principle as a “commonsense” approach, the court set out to examine 
the subject matter, purpose, and scope of the NPWA.86 In doing so, it 
concluded that the NPWA established a clear regime of protection and 
care for endangered fauna.87 Moreover, the court held that, “[t]o this 
end the scientiªc committee (in placing fauna on the endangered list), 
the Director-General (in determination of a license) and the Court (on 
appeal) are to have regard, inter alia, to the population, distribution, 
habitat destruction, and ultimate security of a species.”88 For these rea-
sons, the court determined that the precautionary principle was not 
extraneous, but rather “clearly consistent with the subject [matter], 
scope and purpose” of the NPWA.89 With this in mind, and having ex-
amined the expert testimony offered by both sides regarding the pro-
posed highway’s potential for negative impact on local endangered 
species, the court ultimately determined that the precautionary princi-
ple should have been applied to the Council’s request for a take or kill 
license.90 On this point, Judge Stein wrote: 
Application of the precautionary principle appears to me to 
be most apt in a situation of scarcity of scientiªc knowledge 
of species population, habitat and impacts . . . . In this situa-
tion I am left in doubt as to the population, habitat and be-
havioural patterns of the giant burrowing frog and am un-
                                                                                                                      
84 Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 281–82. 
85 Id. at 282. 
86 See id. 
87 See id. 
88 Id. 
89 Id. at 282–83. 
90 See Leatch, 81 L.G.E.R.A. at 282–83, 284. 
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able to conclude with any degree of certainty that a license 
. . . should be granted.91
 The court recognized the need for a balancing test in determining 
whether or not to approve the take or kill licensing requests.92 The 
court did not dispute the need for the proposed highway, but it was dis-
satisªed with the inadequate assessment of alternative routes.93 The 
court raised two speciªc concerns with the Council, which preferred 
the highway under consideration as compared to a proposed shorter 
and cheaper northern route on the edges of the Bomaderry Creek 
area.94 First, the court was reluctant to label the shorter, cheaper north-
ern route economically unfeasible simply due to concerns that people 
would choose not to utilize the new highway due to its close proximity 
to an existing road.95 Second, the court questioned the Council’s deci-
sion to forego inclusion of environmental factors in its cost-beneªt 
analysis of the northern route.96 Ultimately, with the precautionary 
principle as its baseline, the court rejected the suggestion that the costs 
of the northern route outweighed its beneªts, and found in the alter-
native, that the beneªts of the proposed route outweighed its costs.97
B. India 
 The Indian Supreme Court also found itself deliberating over the 
precautionary principle due to concerns arising out of a 1986 suit ªled 
by M.C. Mehta, a public interest lawyer, against the government of In-
dia.98 In the suit, Mehta challenged the unhealthy levels of air pollution 
in Delhi.99 Although the case dragged on for many years, the Supreme 
Court of India issued a series of orders resulting in several air pollution 
improvements, including the introduction of unleaded gasoline, cata-
lytic converters, and low-sulfur diesel fuel.100 Furthermore, during this 
time period, a proposal to convert all buses to compressed natural gas 
(CNG) was issued by a special committee arising out of India’s Envi-
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ronment (Protection) Act of 1986 and adopted as a binding directive 
by the Environmental Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority.101 
Upon consideration, in 1998 the Indian Supreme Court established a 
time limit for the conversion of all Delhi buses to CNG.102
 Despite the court having granted two deadline extensions for 
CNG conversion, the government failed to convert all buses by Janu-
ary 31, 2002, citing shortages of CNG and the strong potential for dis-
ruption to bus service.103 In response, the court, lacking sympathy 
and patience, took the extraordinary action of imposing a ªne on bus 
operators of 500 rupees per day per bus operating on diesel fuel.104 
The court also went so far as to permanently remove approximately 
1500 diesel buses from the streets of Delhi.105
 In making this decision, the court relied on sections of the Indian 
Constitution pertaining to the environment.106 In relevant part, the 
Constitution reads: “The State shall endeavour to protect and improve 
the environment and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the coun-
try.”107 The court also looked to other sections, which were held to in-
dividually and collectively “cast a duty on the State to secure the health 
of the people, improve public health and protect and improve the en-
vironment.”108 With these constitutional provisions in mind, the court 
initially sought to mitigate the government’s failure to discharge its 
constitutional duty to protect the environment and the health of the 
people by initiating a campaign of requests and orders aimed directly at 
Delhi’s governmental air pollution control and reduction measures.109 
After failing to meet the extended CNG conversion deadline, the court 
felt compelled to conclude that the Delhi and Indian governments had 
each actively sought to frustrate the orders of the Court requiring CNG 
conversion.110 The court bolstered this argument by drawing attention 
to the governments’ intent to: (1) discredit CNG as a proper fuel 
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source; (2) represent CNG as a fuel source in short supply; and, (3) 
delay the siting of adequate dispensing stations.111
 The precautionary principle played a central role in the court’s 
determination that the Delhi and Indian governments had continu-
ally shirked constitutional obligations to protect the environment, 
and consequently the health and safety of the people.112 The Court 
relied on Vellore Citizens’ Welfare Forum v. Union of India for a working 
deªnition of the precautionary principle.113 In that case, the Supreme 
Court of India held the precautionary principle to require that, 
“[w]here there are threats of serious and irreversible damage, lack of 
scientiªc certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing 
measures to prevent environmental degradation.”114 Additionally, the 
Vellore court held that the actor or developer retained the “[o]nus of 
proof” to illustrate the environmentally benign nature of the pro-
posed action.115 Although the court in Vellore did not go so far as to 
require all governmental auto-policy decisions to conform to constitu-
tional principles to the same degree as overriding statutory duties es-
tablished by the Environmental Pollution (Prevention and Control) 
Authority, it did require that the precautionary principle be taken 
into account when determining auto-policy.116
 With the Vellore decision in hand, the court set out in Mehta to as-
sess the environmental situation in Delhi.117 The court held that air 
pollution “leads to considerable levels of mortality and morbidity.”118 
The court particularly focused on the correlation between air pollution 
and increased rates of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, espe-
cially in children, as well as the carcinogenic nature of Respirable Par-
ticulate Matter (RSPM).119 Having accepted the particularly dangerous 
nature of ªne particulate matter, RSPM-PM10, the court noted that 
Delhi registers PM10 levels above 150–200 mg/m3 on an annual basis, 
whereas India’s annual national average of PM10 is sixty mg/m3.120 In 
response to these ªndings, it was repeatedly contended on behalf of the 
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Indian governments that no other country in the world had ordered 
the introduction of CNG buses on such a massive scale.121 Both the 
state and national governments cited the evolving and experimental 
nature of CNG technology to support this international hesitancy.122 
Although the court did not contest the limited international use of 
CNG-fueled buses, it did ªnd it prudent to highlight what it considered 
a growing global trend toward CNG conversion.123 Speciªcally, the 
court referenced data showing that CNG buses comprised eighteen 
percent of the current bus orders and twenty-eight percent of potential 
bus orders in the United States.124 The court also pointed to increased 
use and assimilation of CNG-fueled buses in China and South Korea as 
the countries prepared for the Summer Olympics and World Cup Soc-
cer respectively.125 The court ultimately held that the precautionary 
principle should apply to Delhi’s air pollution control policy.126 Conse-
quently, the court imposed substantial ªnes on the Indian government 
for the ongoing violation of its constitutional obligation to protect the 
environment and health of the Indian people.127
C. Canada 
 The British Columbia Court of Appeals recently found itself 
grappling with the precautionary principle in Western Canada Wilder-
ness Committee v. British Columbia (Ministry of Forests, South Island Forest 
District).128 The appellant, Western Canada Wilderness Committee 
(WCWC), brought suit to challenge a decision by a Ministry of Forests 
District Manager (DM), Cindy Stern.129 Stern had concluded that Cat-
termole Timber’s Forest Development Plan (FDP) concerning pro-
posed logging cutblocks met the requirements of section 41(1) of the 
Forest Practices Code of British Columbia Act (Code),130 solely as it 
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relates to the spotted owl.131 The chambers judge upheld Stern’s deci-
sion and the WCWC appealed.132
 In order to better understand the duties and obligations of Stern 
as DM, the court ªrst looked to the legislative framework underlying 
the case.133 The Ministry of Forests Act (MFA) provides for a dual 
function for the Ministry of Forests: to encourage, on the one hand, 
“maximum productivity of the forest” and “vigorous, efªcient and 
world competitive timber processing,” and on the other hand, to 
“manage, protect and conserve the forest.”134 Similarly, the preamble 
of the Code speaks to the concept of forest sustainability by focusing 
on both the need for “stewardship . . . based on an ethic of respect for 
the land” and the balancing of “economic, productive, spiritual, eco-
logical and recreational values of forests to meet the economic, social 
and cultural needs of peoples and communities.”135 Under the Code, 
ministers can establish an area of Crown land as a Resource Manage-
ment Zone (RMZ).136 The Crown land at issue in this case had previ-
ously garnered RMZ status.137 With respect to Crown land, two levels 
of planning exist: strategic level planning and operational plan-
ning.138 Section 1 of the Code deªnes the parameters of operational 
plans, which must include an FDP.139 Section 41(1) of the Code re-
quires the DM to determine whether a proposed FDP meets the pre-
scribed content requirements: 
The district manager must approve an operational plan or 
amendments submitted under this Part if: 
 (a) the plan or amendment was prepared and submitted 
in accordance with this Act, the regulations and the stan-
dards, and 
 (b) the district manager is satisªed that the plan or 
amendment will adequately manage and conserve the forest 
resources of the area to which it applies.140
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 Pursuant to her section 41(1) duties concerning the FDP pre-
pared by Cattermole Timber, Stern relied on numerous sources of 
information, including the plight of the spotted owl, which she rec-
ognized as an “important forest resource.”141 The Committee on the 
Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada had placed the spotted owl 
on the endangered species list in 1986.142 In 1995, the British Colum-
bia government announced its intention to devise a broad-based 
strategy to manage and protect the spotted owl, relying on various 
land use and resource management initiatives.143 Two years later, the 
provincial government cabinet accepted the end result of this initia-
tive dubbed the Spotted Owl Management Plan (SOMP).144 The gov-
ernment implemented SOMP in hopes of stabilizing or improving 
spotted owl populations over the long term, while limiting signiªcant 
impacts on timber supply and forestry employment in the short 
term.145 In 1999, the Ministry of Forests Chief established a Resource 
Management Plan under the SOMP for the Anderson Creek area, 
where the contested cutblocks were located.146 In accordance with 
SOMP, the director dubbed this land a Special Resource Management 
Zone (SRMZ).147
 Having taken all relevant information into consideration, Stern 
ultimately determined that the FDPs for three of the four proposed 
cutblocks prepared by Cattermole Timber failed to meet the re-
quirements of section 41(1)(b) of the Code.148 However, Stern did 
conclude that the FDP for cutblock 37-1, the smallest cutblock pro-
posed, did satisfy the requirements established by the Code.149 Cat-
termole’s proposed utilization of a selective timber harvesting pro-
gram, aimed toward mitigating negative impacts on spotted owl 
habitat, played a critical role in Stern’s decision to approve the FDP 
for the smaller cutblock.150 In approving cutblock 37-1, Stern con-
cluded that the FDP submitted by Cattermole “adequately managed 
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and conserved the spotted owl as a forest resource.”151 After hearing 
WCWC’s appeal of Stern’s decision, the chambers judge—having ap-
plied a “patent unreasonableness” standard—ultimately dismissed the 
WCWC’s petition for judicial review.152 In making this determination, 
the chambers judge speciªcally rejected the WCWC’s contention that 
Stern had erred in failing to address the precautionary principle in 
her decisionmaking process.153
 The court of appeals, in hearing this case, ªrst sought to examine 
the standard of review question.154 In doing so, the court rendered 
two important decisions. First, the court of appeals characterized 
Stern’s decisionmaking process as “highly fact-driven” and therefore 
worthy of deference in light of her expertise.155
 Second, the court of appeals speciªcally emphasized the manda-
tory language of section 41(1)(b), which requires that a DM must ap-
prove an FDP if “the district manager is satisªed that the plan or 
amendment will adequately manage and conserve the forest resources 
of the area to which it applies.”156 The court of appeals, though not 
subscribing to absolute carte blanche on the part of the DM to make 
determinations based on “whim or irrelevant criteria,” relied on the 
subjective nature of the test employed in FDP approval considerations 
to illustrate the “considerable leeway” the legislature must have in-
tended to bestow upon the DMs.157 Consequently, the court of ap-
peals concluded that the legislature intended the judiciary, absent an 
error of law, to “apply the most deferential standard of review to the 
decision of a DM under [section] 41(1)(b), that is, the standard of 
patent unreasonableness.”158
 Having determined the proper standard of review, the court of 
appeals set out to examine the substance of Stern’s approval of Cat-
termole’s FDP proposal in order to determine whether her decision 
satisªed the patent unreasonableness standard.159 In its appeal, the 
WCWC contended that section 41(1)(b) of the Code does not allow a 
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DM to approve of any FDP proposal that would result in additional 
risk to an endangered species.160 The WCWC based this supposition 
in large part on the precautionary principle.161 The WCWC elabo-
rated on this argument, stating that a precautionary approach man-
dated a rejection of the FDP for cutblock 37-1, because “Cattermole’s 
proposed harvesting method was untested . . . the effects of such har-
vesting in terms of enhancing spotted owl habitat were unknown, and 
. . . there was an unspeciªed degree of risk that further harvesting . . . 
might contribute to extirpation of the spotted owl.”162 In contrast, 
Stern and Cattermole argued that the language used in section 
41(1)(b) in no way invokes an application of the precautionary prin-
ciple that would preclude FDP approval of a project proposing “any 
element of risk to a forest resource, even where the forest resource is 
an endangered species.”163 Ultimately, the court of appeals accepted 
the latter argument, holding that inclusion of the word “adequately” 
within the statute gives rise to a sense of balancing among all of the 
factors relating to forest resources, and as such precludes a statutory 
interpretation that would mandate absolute protection of the spotted 
owl in the name of precaution.164
 The court of appeals, however, still sought to determine whether 
Stern’s decision was patently unreasonable in light of the precaution-
ary principle.165 Despite acknowledgment of prior case history dis-
cussing the applicability of the precautionary principle to environ-
mental administration,166 the court of appeals not only reiterated its 
conclusion that the statutory language required balancing and pro-
portionality, but went one step further, ªnding that the legislature’s 
failure to incorporate the precautionary principle in any way repre-
sented a legislative rejection of its applicability in FDP determina-
tions.167 The court of appeals bolstered this conclusion by pointing to 
other legislation which did, in fact, incorporate the precautionary 
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principle, such as Nova Scotia’s Endangered Species Act and the fed-
eral government’s Canadian Environmental Protection Act.168 For all 
of these reasons, the court of appeals refused to ªnd Stern’s decision 
patently unreasonable on any level, but especially in regard to her 
use, or disuse, of the precautionary principle.169
III. Comparative Analysis of the Precautionary Principle  
and the Role of the Judiciary 
 In all three of the previously discussed cases, the judiciary played 
a key role in either the promotion or the rejection of a precautionary 
approach.170 In the Leatch v. National Parks and Wildlife Service and Me-
hta v. Union of India cases, the courts of Australia and India respec-
tively, took an active role in determining the applicability of the prin-
ciple.171 In contrast, the Canadian court in Western Canada Wilderness 
Committee v. British Columbia (Ministry of Forests, South Island Forest Dis-
trict) adopted a more deferential approach, allowing the relevant gov-
ernmental administrator signiªcant leeway in determining the extent 
to which the principle should apply.172 It is important to distinguish 
the various judicial roles adopted in these foreign cases in order to 
illuminate the various roles courts in the United States might assume 
when confronted with cases implicating the precautionary princi-
ple.173 In order to embark on this comparative analysis, however, it is 
also imperative to gain historical perspective through examination of 
the role, or roles, U.S. courts have adopted so far when confronted 
with environmental cases concerning scientiªc uncertainty and the 
application of the precautionary principle.174 For proponents and de-
tractors alike, a comparative analysis of this sort, when equipped with 
historical perspective, will ultimately lead to increased predictability of 
the extent to which the U.S. judiciary may utilize its power to promote 
the precautionary principle.175
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 Having examined several foreign case studies, an important ques-
tion arises: why did these judiciaries take markedly different ap-
proaches in addressing the extent to which the precautionary princi-
ple should apply?176 One might argue that the obvious and simple 
explanation is deference, or in other words, the varying degrees to 
which each court was willing—or not willing—to allow governmental 
agencies to make their own determinations regarding the precaution-
ary principle.177 On the surface, an examination of judicial deference 
may appear superªcial; however, in order to recognize the role courts 
will play in the promotion of the precautionary principle, one must 
ªrst understand the immense impact deference has had both interna-
tionally and domestically.178 Delving deeper to understand the ration-
ale behind such deference will help to determine whether the U.S. 
courts will serve as a catalyst or a hindrance in the struggle to pro-
mote the precautionary principle.179
 In Leatch, the court clearly took what some might term an “activ-
ist approach” in mandating application of the precautionary princi-
ple, which he termed “commonsense.”180 Although proponents of the 
precautionary principle may rejoice in the court’s lack of deference, 
his decision, when viewed in isolation, provides little in the form of 
guidance.181 However, by viewing his decision amidst the political and 
statutory backdrop of both Australia and New South Wales at that 
time, one gains greater perspective regarding what role, if any, judicial 
activism might play in adoption of the precautionary principle in the 
United States.182 Although Judge Stein deªned the precautionary 
principle as “a statement of commonsense,” one may assume that the 
court based its decision to reverse the Director-General’s granting of a 
take or kill license on more than just a personal belief in its impor-
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tance and practicability.183 In fact, two relevant statutes prompted the 
court to favor precaution in this case.184
 In Leatch, both the NPWA and LECA played an important role in 
the court’s decisionmaking process.185 LECA had an especially impor-
tant impact, in that its provisions basically authorized the Land and 
Environment Court to review the Director-General’s decision de 
novo.186 These statutes clearly set forth a regime in which deference 
toward administrative decisionmaking gave way to a powerful and in-
dependent judiciary.187 LECA codiªes this reality, reading, “[t]he 
Court shall, for the purposes of hearing and disposing of an appeal, 
have all the functions and discretions which the person or body whose 
decision is the subject of the appeal had in respect of the matter the 
subject of the appeal.”188 While some credence must be given to the 
supposition that the court felt less inclined to defer to the Director-
General on account of its own high level of expertise as a specialized 
environmental law court, one might also argue that the court’s au-
thority derived from the extraordinarily expansive “re-hearing” proc-
ess established by LECA inºuenced the court’s decisionmaking proc-
ess more than any reliance they placed on their own level of 
expertise.189 Although Judge Stein emphatically endorsed the precau-
tionary principle as a “commonsense” approach, his reversal of the 
Director-General’s licensing approval could not so easily be termed 
“commonsense” without the rules promulgated under LECA.190
 Similarly, the degree of deference adopted by U.S. courts when 
dealing with administrative review cases has signiªcantly affected, and 
will continue to affect, the prospects of the precautionary principle in 
this country.191 When discussing the precautionary principle in the 
United States, many point to Ethyl Corp. v. EPA as a hallmark of judi-
cial preference for precaution in the face of scientiªc uncertainty.192 
This characterization fails, however, to properly account for the role 
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of deference, which inºuenced the court’s decision much more than 
any predilection for the precautionary principle.193 In Ethyl, the Cir-
cuit Court for the District of Columbia reviewed regulations promul-
gated by EPA under the Clean Air Act (CAA) designed to implement 
a system for the phasing out of lead from gasoline.194 In relevant part, 
the CAA authorized the Administrator of EPA to regulate fuel or fuel 
additives if their emissions “will endanger the public health or wel-
fare.”195 Despite the inconclusive nature of the evidence before him, 
the Administrator concluded that leaded fuel posed a “signiªcant risk 
of harm to the health of urban populations.”196 Various manufactures 
of lead additives and gasoline reªners challenged the regulation pri-
marily on the grounds that EPA lacked sound scientiªc support for its 
ªnding of “signiªcant risk,” and as such, had promulgated an arbi-
trary and capricious regulation.197 The court ultimately rejected the 
petitioners’ claims and sustained the proposed lead reduction pro-
gram.198
 While on its face this holding seems to suggest the court favored a 
precautionary approach, a closer examination of the opinion illustrates 
that the court relied on deference, not the precautionary principle, in 
sustaining the regulation.199 Nowhere in the decision did the court 
deªne its duty as that of supporting a precautionary approach in the 
face of scientiªc uncertainty.200 Instead, the court spoke in terms of a 
“narrowly deªned duty” to hold agency action to “certain minimal 
standards of rationality.”201 The court recognized the precautionary 
nature of the statute and its “will endanger” standard, but this in no way 
suggests that the court adopted its own precautionary standard for ad-
ministrative review involving scientiªc uncertainty.202 The court stated, 
“[w]e need not seek a single dispositive study . . . . Science does not 
work that way; nor, for that matter, does adjudicatory fact-ªnding. 
Rather, the Administrator’s decision may be fully supportable if it is 
based, as it is, on the inconclusive but suggestive results of numerous 
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studies.”203 The court might very well have sustained a refusal by EPA to 
regulate leaded fuel so long as some of the evidence suggested a lim-
ited correlation between leaded fuel and adverse health impacts.204 So 
while it is true that the court upheld EPA’s leaded fuel regulation—a 
regulation based on precautionary ideals—in actuality the court’s hold-
ing was not at all based on the precautionary principle.205 In declaring 
EPA’s leaded fuel regulation “rationally justiªed,” the Ethyl court en-
dorsed deference, not precaution, and for this reason the case stands in 
direct contrast with the active role assumed by the Leatch court in en-
dorsing and applying the precautionary principle.206
 Like Ethyl, the court in Western Canada also adhered to strict judi-
cial deference in reviewing Stern’s approval of cutblock 37-1.207 Unlike 
Ethyl, however, the Western Canada court actually rejected the precau-
tionary principle in its pursuit of deferential review.208 The patent un-
reasonableness standard that the court applied, though phrased in 
somewhat different terminology, embodies the same deferential role 
assumed by U.S. courts applying the arbitrary and capricious standard 
prescribed by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) for the review of 
agency decisionmaking.209 Unlike the court in Leatch, which did not 
hesitate to reject the Director-General’s approval of a take or kill li-
cense, the Western Canada court, conªned by the limits of the patent 
unreasonableness test, accepted the DM’s determination that the FDP 
did in fact “adequately manage and conserve” the spotted owl, despite 
the scientiªc uncertainty regarding the adverse impacts on the species 
and its habitat resulting from the proposed logging.210 Despite clear 
legislative intent to protect and manage the spotted owl—as outlined in 
the Spotted Owl Management Plan—the court of appeals, having de-
termined the standard of review to be patent unreasonableness, had no 
other choice but to uphold the DM’s reading of the Code as requiring 
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only a balancing test and not a precautionary approach favoring abso-
lute protection of the endangered spotted owl.211
 Judicial deference in U.S. courts leads to similar outcomes.212 For 
example, in Sierra Club v. Marita, the Sierra Club sought to enjoin 
timber harvesting, road construction, and development of wildlife 
openings in the Chequamegon and Nicolet National Forests located 
in Wisconsin.213 The Sierra Club argued that by failing to employ the 
science of conservation biology—the idea that the viability of biologi-
cal diversity depends on the preservation of sufªciently large habi-
tat—the United States Forest Service (USFS) breached its duty to con-
sider and promote biological diversity in devising Land and Resource 
Management Plans (LRMPs).214 Speciªcally, the Sierra Club con-
tended that the LRMPs, in providing for the division of “large tracts of 
forest into a patchwork of different habitats,” would ultimately result 
in a decrease of biological diversity on account of insufªciently sized 
habitats.215 Despite agreeing with the Sierra Club that both the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the National Forest 
Management Act (NFMA) required USFS to consider and promote 
biological diversity, the court would not go so far as to conclude that, 
in choosing to forgo an approach including conservation biology 
principles, USFS acted arbitrarily or capriciously.216
 The overpowering effect of deference presents itself throughout 
the court’s opinion.217 Like Ethyl, the court couches its review in terms 
of rationality, stating, “[USFS] is entitled to use its own methodology, 
unless it is irrational.”218 Although the plaintiffs provided extensive 
evidence suggesting the efªcacy and reliability of conservation biol-
ogy—evidence which led the district court to conclude that the prin-
ciple represented sound ecological theory—the court ultimately 
could not overlook USFS’s conclusion that conservation biology rep-
resented, at best, uncertain science.219 Relying on USFS’s characteri-
zation of conservation biology, the court found itself unable to con-
clude that it acted “irrationally” in adopting LRMPs completely 
devoid of practices consistent with conservation biology, and further 
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held that while “[t]he Sierra Club may have wished [USFS] to analyze 
diversity in a different way . . . we cannot conclude . . . that [USFS’s] 
methodology arbitrarily or capriciously neglected the diversity of eco-
logical communities in the two forests.”220 Like Western Canada, the 
court in this case—guided by deference—declined to use its judicial 
power to promote and enforce application of the precautionary prin-
ciple, despite some evidence suggesting biological diversity would be 
negatively affected contrary to the intent of NEPA and the NFMA.221
 The judicial deference entrenched in the systems of countries 
such as Canada and the United States strongly suggests that judiciaries 
serve as poor advocates for the promotion of the precautionary prin-
ciple there.222 For this reason, it is imperative that, short of congres-
sional revision of the APA and its deferential standards of review, pro-
ponents of the precautionary principle in the United States must look 
elsewhere for support in their campaign.223 Fortunately for them, the 
judiciary does not monopolize the power and ability to effectuate 
change in the U.S. political system.224
IV. Comparative Analysis of Administrative Agencies and 
Precautionary Decisionmaking: Efªcacy and Limitations 
 Having established the inherent limitations placed upon the U.S. 
judicial system when confronted with debates over scientiªc uncer-
tainty—as signiªed in the recurring theme of judicial inability to sub-
vert the statutorily enacted deference-based approach to agency re-
view—logic suggests turning instead to the agencies themselves, in 
order to assess application of the precautionary principle at the 
source.225 Examination of the foreign case studies, however, indicates 
that agencies often fail to incorporate the precautionary principle.226 
Even in Leatch v. National Parks and Wildlife Services and Mehta v. Union 
of India, where the precautionary principle prevailed, the catalyst for 
change was the judiciary, not the particular agency responsible for 
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decisionmaking.227 Despite cases like Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, which high-
light the potential for agency-level adoption of precaution in the face 
of scientiªc uncertainty, the U.S. administrative state, like its foreign 
counterparts, cannot presently be viewed as a plausible advocate for 
the precautionary principle.228
 Looking abroad ªrst, the Leatch and Mehta cases highlight the 
tendency of administrative agencies to exclude the precautionary 
principle from their decisionmaking process.229 In Leatch, the Direc-
tor-General acquiesced to the taking or killing of endangered fauna 
and approved permits that literally paved the way for the proposed 
highway.230 In making his decision, the Director-General gave no 
weight to the precautionary principle.231 Instead, he applied a classic 
cost-beneªt analysis that favored acceptance of the proposed highway, 
regardless of scientiªc uncertainty and irrespective of the potential 
for negative impacts on endangered fauna.232 The Director-General 
placed extra emphasis on both the “deªnite need for the road” and 
the speculative uncertainty of the long-term viability of the local en-
dangered fauna populations, even absent construction of the pro-
posed highway.233
 The Indian Supreme Court in Mehta also found itself confronting 
administrative reluctance to adopt the precautionary principle.234 The 
agency in this case had also applied a cost-beneªt analysis to the ques-
tion of whether CNG-fueled buses should be introduced into urban 
cities to ameliorate the negative health impacts of alarmingly high air 
pollution levels.235 After applying cost-beneªt analysis, the agency 
concluded the introduction of a CNG-fueled bus ºeet should not be 
implemented as a means of reducing inter-urban air pollution on ac-
count of the high costs of such a program, including not only the 
ªnancing of a fuel source deemed to be in “short supply,” but also the 
societal cost resulting from large scale disruption of bus service.236 
This decision clearly embodies a risk-management approach to envi-
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ronmental health issues, which stands in direct contrast with the pre-
cautionary principle, and leads to questions concerning the extent of 
harm that can or will be tolerated.237 In comparison to their Austra-
lian and Indian counterparts, U.S. agencies have also preferred risk-
management and cost-beneªt analysis over the precautionary princi-
ple as guides for decisionmaking and policy determination.238 In or-
der to understand the role that agencies may play in the development 
of the precautionary principle, one must ªrst understand the 
justiªcation underlying the status quo application of risk management 
and cost-beneªt analysis.239
 John D. Graham, Ph.D., the Administrator of the Ofªce of In-
formation and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), a statutory ofªce within the 
Ofªce of Management and Budget (OMB), recently captured the 
current preference for risk-management and cost-beneªt analysis 
within administrative decisionmaking in his essay, The Perils of the Pre-
cautionary Principle: Lessons from the American and European Experience.240 
In the introduction, Graham sets the tone for the essay, and not unin-
tentionally, the governmental debate on precaution and scientiªc un-
certainty, when he declares: “[t]he United States government believes 
it is important to understand that, notwithstanding the rhetoric of our 
European colleagues, there is no such thing as the precautionary 
principle.”241 Notwithstanding his own rhetoric concerning the pre-
cautionary principle, Graham does concede the potential beneªts of 
precaution in general, referring to the concept as “sensible.”242 Of 
course, Graham also concludes that the only sensible application of 
precaution occurs under the rubric of risk management.243
 Graham perceives a precautionary principle unconstrained and 
independent of risk-management analysis as a “subjective concept” 
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leading to “precaution without principle.”244 In particular, the govern-
ment fears the principle is prone to manipulation by commercial inter-
ests.245 Moreover, the government argues that the precautionary prin-
ciple necessarily leads to the stiºing of technological innovation as a 
result of what it perceives to be a shift in the burden of proving safety 
or environmental protection.246 The government notes that techno-
logical innovation occurs through processes of “trial-and-error” and 
“reªnement,” and that the precautionary principle’s inºexibility would 
disrupt these processes.247 Additionally, the government contends that 
the precautionary principle would actually work counter to its designed 
purpose, because the “energies of regulators and the regulated com-
munity would be diverted from known or plausible hazards to specula-
tive and ill-founded ones.”248 In light of the government’s position, it is 
not surprising that Graham ends his essay with the presage: “do not be 
surprised if the U.S. government continues to take a precautionary ap-
proach to calls for a universal precautionary principle in regulatory 
policy.”249
 In keeping with his contempt of a universal precautionary prin-
ciple, Graham and OIRA are currently in the process of creating a 
peer review system to review and assess the reliability of science util-
ized by agencies in their decisionmaking processes.250 Under the pro-
posed rule, agencies would be required to submit most of the infor-
mation relied upon for administrative actions to external peer 
review.251 Reviewing panels would be made up of outside experts— 
independent of the regulating agency—in order to address the pro-
fessed conºict of interest inherent when nothing separates those who 
pass the rules from those who analyze the science.252 However, in deal-
ing with regulatory issues plagued by scientiªc uncertainty, the pro-
posed rules only suggest that peer reviewers help reduce or eliminate 
uncertainty.253 Commenting on the beneªts of the proposed rules, 
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Graham stated, “[i]t will take agencies some time to do peer review, 
but in the long run this will make their rules more competent and 
credible and reduce their vulnerability to political and legal attack.”254
 Although peer review has long been respected and utilized in the 
scientiªc community, many have voiced their concerns over OIRA’s 
proposed peer review system.255 Many fear that opponents of health 
and environmental regulation could utilize the system to “paralyze 
new regulations and stymie enforcement.”256 Some see the proposal as 
an attempt by the Bush Administration to further insulate its corpo-
rate allies from protective regulation.257 In reference to the proposed 
peer review system, Representative Henry A. Waxman, a Democrat 
from California, was quoted as saying: “Based on their track record, 
I’m concerned that the policy they are proposing today will open the 
door to even more abuse . . . .”258 In addition, respected scientists 
have recently leveled charges that the Bush Administration has made 
a habit of replacing scientists “critical of industry with those sympa-
thetic to corporate and ideological interests.”259 In light of these 
charges, Waxman’s concern undoubtedly calls into question the true 
motive behind the proposed peer review system. Regardless of 
whether or not these particular concerns are valid, what should be 
evident is that the peer review system is vulnerable to abuse and mis-
use.260 An abusive peer review system would be particularly damaging 
to precautionary regulations due to the system’s inherent preference 
for reviewable science.261 There is a very distinct possibility that the 
peer review system would allow Graham and others, if they so desired, 
to thwart the precautionary principle by adhering to a policy of 
“‘[w]hen there is uncertainty, don’t regulate.’”262
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V. Comparative Analysis of Legislative Bodies: Statutes, 
Guidance, and Public Awareness 
 With the U.S. judiciary beholden to a system of agency defer-
ence, and the administrative state bound to risk assessment and cost-
beneªt analysis, the future of the precautionary principle currently 
rests entirely with the legislative branch of government.263 In all three 
foreign case studies, the respective legislatures inºuenced to a great 
degree—either through acts of commission or omission—the extent 
to which the precautionary principle would be applied.264 The various 
methods and approaches adopted by these legislative bodies should 
ultimately serve to illuminate the degree to which legislative bodies in 
the United States may help or hinder the implementation of the pre-
cautionary principle.265
A. The Constitutional Approach 
 In Mehta v. Union of India, the court began its decision by high-
lighting numerous articles within the Indian Constitution which it felt 
cast a positive duty on the government to protect and improve the 
health of the public and the environment.266 Speciªcally, the constitu-
tion directs that “[t]he State shall endeavour to protect and improve 
the environment and to safeguard the forests and wild life of the 
country.”267 The court ultimately based its decision to mandate con-
version of Delhi buses to CNG fuel on the grounds that, in failing to 
address the rising levels of air pollution in the city, the government 
had violated its constitutional duties to protect the environment and 
the public health.268 By constitutionally addressing environmental 
concerns, India has empowered its Supreme Court to adopt and apply 
the precautionary principle.269
 At present time, the United States Constitution does not contain 
provisions similar to those relied upon by the Indian Supreme Court 
in Mehta.270 While some might argue for a constitutional amendment, 
the fact remains that in the nearly four decades since the environ-
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mental movement began, no such proposal has come anywhere close 
to gathering the requisite amount of support.271 While movements 
favoring environmental amendments have faired poorly at the federal 
level, success could prove easier if the efforts were shifted to the state 
level.272 In fact, several states already have amended their constitu-
tions to address environmental concerns.273
 The Virginia Constitution contains an example of such an amend-
ment: 
To the end that the people have clean air, pure water, and 
the use and enjoyment for recreation of adequate public 
lands, waters, and other natural resources, it shall be the pol-
icy of the Commonwealth to conserve, develop, and utilize 
its natural resources, its public lands, and its historical sites 
and buildings. Further, it shall be the Commonwealth’s pol-
icy to protect its atmosphere, lands, and waters from pollu-
tion, impairment, or destruction, for the beneªt, enjoyment, 
and general welfare of the people of the Commonwealth.274
Like the Indian Constitution, Virginia’s Constitution establishes a pol-
icy of environmental conservation; however, the Virginia Supreme 
Court, in contrast to the Indian Supreme Court in Mehta, declared 
this provision nonjusticiable.275 In Robb v. Shockoe Slip Foundation, the 
court refused to grant the plaintiff’s petition for injunctive relief be-
cause the provision lacked a declaration of self-execution, it was not 
declaratory of common law, and it failed to include any rules confer-
ring the force of law to the principles contained therein.276 The court 
further held that the conservation policy established in the provision 
could be executed only with the aid of supplemental statutory legisla-
tion.277 The court gave support for this assertion by pointing to the 
very next section of the article, which speaks to the General Assem-
bly’s role in carrying out the conservation policy.278
 In comparison, the Indian Constitution also contains express noti-
ªcation to the courts that they must refrain from enforcing the envi-
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ronmental provision.279 The Mehta court’s apparent disregard of this 
notiªcation further distinguishes that case as more of an outlier than a 
guide.280 Thus, in order for the precautionary principle to gain mo-
mentum at the constitutional level in the United States, not only will 
states have to amend their constitutions, but courts will have to amend 
the manner in which they address the question of justiciability.281 Until 
courts abandon the approach embodied in Robb, the precautionary 
principle’s greatest hope lies not in constitutional amendments, but 
rather in statutory legislation.282
B. The Statutory Approach 
 Both Leatch and Western Canada exemplify how the existence or 
nonexistence of statutory legislation pertaining to the precautionary 
principle may affect both agency and judicial decisionmaking.283 The 
outcome in Leatch, despite Judge Stein’s characterization of the precau-
tionary principle as a “commonsense” approach, depended in large 
part on the existence of legislation at both the federal and state level.284 
Although these laws ultimately failed to persuade the Director-General 
to withhold approval of the proposed highway, they did inºuence the 
court’s determination to overrule the Director-General.285 The court, 
unlike the Director-General, refused to overlook the scientiªc uncer-
tainty surrounding the proposed highway’s effect on the sustainability 
of local endangered fauna.286 In the face of such scientiªc uncertainty, 
the court, with legislation as its guide, applied the precautionary prin-
ciple.287 In doing so, it effectively reversed course midstream and 
switched the debate from one of fauna sustainability, to one of project 
alternatives.288 Upon examining all the alternatives, the court deter-
mined that an alternative northern route had the potential to address 
the needs of the competing parties—reduction of increased area trafªc 
and protection of local endangered fauna.289 Ultimately, it was the pre-
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cautionary principle that facilitated the discussion of alternatives and 
the subsequent northern route compromise, and in turn it was the 
abundance of legislation that allowed for the application of the precau-
tionary principle in the ªrst place.290
 At ªrst glance, Western Canada Wilderness Committee v. British Co-
lumbia seemingly represents a case in which a lack of legislation re-
sulted in the court’s refusal to apply the precautionary principle.291 
Cattermole and Stern both relied in part on the existence of other 
legislation that expressly incorporated the precautionary principle, 
such as Nova Scotia’s Endangered Species Act and the federal gov-
ernment’s Canadian Environmental Protection Act.292 Ultimately, the 
court of appeals refused to apply the precautionary principle absent 
an express requirement from the Code.293 While this decision clearly 
illustrates the way in which legislation, or the lack thereof, dictates 
judicial application of the precautionary principle, this cause and ef-
fect relationship only represents half of what should be extracted 
from this case.294
 In contrast to the judiciary, which pointed to lack of legislation as 
a basis for its determination that the DM need only adequately man-
age and conserve the forests, Stern and the Ministry of Forests based 
their decision to deny FDP approval for other cutblocks in large part 
on other legislation supporting precautionary decisionmaking.295 In 
making her decision, Stern speciªcally focused on the spotted owl’s 
status as an endangered species, and British Columbia’s legislative re-
sponse to the plight of the spotted owl as exempliªed by the Spotted 
Owl Management Plan.296 Because of this legislation, Stern ultimately 
denied three out of the four proposed cutblocks, leaving only the 
smallest cutblock open to the newly developed, yet untested, selective 
logging approach advanced by Cattermole.297 The court acknowl-
edged that Stern utilized a precautionary approach in her decision-
making: 
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[Stern] dealt with this information “by taking a cautious ap-
proach to enhancing [owl] habitat in SRMZ’s and monitor-
ing effectiveness.” In other words, she recognized that the 
question of whether this method of harvesting would en-
hance owl habitat was not susceptible to strict proof and that 
caution was, therefore, required. Her concerns in that re-
gard played a signiªcant role in her decision not to permit 
logging in the other three cutblocks and to limit harvesting 
to cutblock 37-1, which was considerably smaller in size and 
easier to monitor.298
 While it is informative to recognize the degree to which legisla-
tion—or in this case, absence of legislation—inºuenced the court’s 
decision to uphold Stern’s approval of cutblock 37-1, of equal impor-
tance remains the manner in which legislation inºuenced Stern to 
apply the precautionary principle in her decision to withhold permits 
for the other three cutblocks.299
 In the United States, the inadequacy of judicial or administrative 
intervention necessitates that legislative bodies will have to take direct 
action if a precautionary approach to scientiªc uncertainty is ever to 
be the standard by which environmental decisions are made.300 As the 
foreign case studies illustrate, the presence or absence of legislation 
supporting the precautionary principle can signiªcantly affect the 
extent to which courts and agencies apply the precautionary principle 
when faced with questions of scientiªc uncertainty.301 Presently, few 
city, state, or federal statutes incorporate and promote the precau-
tionary principle as a means to guide decisionmaking or policy de-
terminations.302 While this reality may excite Graham and like-
minded individuals, the precautionary principle may yet pervade the 
consciousness of citizens, judges, and governmental decisionmakers 
alike, ultimately establishing itself as a viable alternative to status quo 
risk assessment and cost-beneªt approaches.303 Not only are there 
numerous foreign and international examples from which beneªcial 
guidance may be gleaned, but important statutes have already been 
passed in the United States that may serve to pave the way for others 
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at all levels of government.304 Before turning to these statues, how-
ever, it is informative to examine the various ways past legislation has 
affected the precautionary principle.305
 When examining the legislative history of the precautionary prin-
ciple in the United States, Ethyl Corp. v. EPA stands out as an important 
yet easily misunderstood case.306 As noted earlier, the signiªcance of 
the case lies not in the judiciary’s deferential support of the precau-
tionary approach adopted by EPA in its decision to phase out leaded 
gasoline, but rather in the underlying legislation that encouraged EPA 
to adopt the precautionary approach in the ªrst place.307 The CAA, the 
relevant statute in this case, with its “will endanger” standard, empow-
ered EPA to implement the regulation on leaded gasoline, despite the 
inconclusive correlation between this product and adverse health ef-
fects.308 For this reason, EPA’s decision in the Ethyl matter parallels the 
decision Stern made in Western Canada to deny permits for three of the 
four proposed cutblocks.309 While the “will endanger” provision of the 
CAA illustrates the potential inºuence statues can have on agency 
adoption of the precautionary principle, not all environmental legisla-
tion is as precautionary in nature.310
 In contrast to Ethyl, Sierra Club v. Marita illustrates the typical ap-
proach to environmental legislation, where protection of health and 
the environment is but one of many factors comprising the cost-
beneªt, risk analysis, or overall multiple-use analysis performed by 
agencies.311 In Marita, the National Forest Management Act required 
the Department of Agriculture to consider biological diversity in de-
veloping Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMPs) for the 
Chequamegon and Nicolet Forests.312 However, the statute does not 
go so far as to mandate the preservation of biological diversity.313 In 
fact, the Department of Agriculture need only take steps to preserve 
the diversity of tree species “where appropriate” and “to the degree 
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practicable.”314 Furthermore, the court recognized that the Depart-
ment of Agriculture had authority to allow for a reduction of plant 
and animal diversity when needed to meet overall multiple-use objec-
tives.315 In light of this tempered statutory stance on the importance 
of biological diversity, it should come as no surprise that the agency 
opted to adopt LRMPs, allowing for division of the forest into a 
patchwork of different habitats, despite scientiªc uncertainty con-
cerning the viability of local plant and animal species resulting from 
this approach.316 In an equally predictable move, the court, having no 
legislative framework with which to work, ultimately denied the pre-
cautionary principle as embodied by the conservation biology ap-
proach proposed by the Sierra Club.317 In this way, the outcome of 
this case is similar to the outcome in Western Canada.318
 While the legislation relied upon in Marita may represent the 
norm in the United States, advocates of the precautionary principle 
may ªnd hope in a recent legislative development in the city of San 
Francisco.319 In the summer of 2003, the city of San Francisco became 
the ªrst city to formally adopt the precautionary principle.320 Having 
based its version of the principle—known as the Precautionary Princi-
ple Ordinance (Ordinance)—on existing formulations, the language 
takes on a familiar appearance: 
Where threats of serious or irreversible damage to people or 
nature exist, lack of full scientiªc certainty about cause and 
effect shall not be viewed as sufªcient reason for the City to 
postpone cost effective measures to prevent the degradation 
of the environment or protect the health of its citizens.321
The drafters of the Ordinance, however, knew that an environmental 
policy based on the precautionary principle, which was to apply to all 
ofªcers, boards, commissions, and departments of the city and county 
of San Francisco conducting affairs in their governmental capacity, 
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would have to include a statement of the precautionary principle, a 
detailed explanation of the processes involved, and the beneªts accru-
ing from its implementation.322 This detail, which distinguishes the 
Ordinance from many of its predecessors, ultimately gives legitimacy 
to this relatively nascent and widely unknown method of environ-
mental decisionmaking.323
 In terms of process, the Ordinance prompts governmental actors, 
when faced with the threat of “serious or irreversible” damage to hu-
man health or the environment, to consider alternatives using the best 
science available.324 This process of alternative assessment attempts to 
shift the decisionmaking process away from risk assessment, which asks 
how much harm can be tolerated.325 In contrast, alternative assessment 
asks whether the potentially hazardous activity is necessary, whether less 
hazardous options are available, and how little damage is possible.326 In 
analyzing alternatives, governmental actors are to consider both short-
term and long-term effects and costs, as well as the “potentially adverse 
effects of each option, noting options with fewer potential hazards.”327 
Furthermore, the Ordinance also stresses the importance of public par-
ticipation in the assessment of alternatives.328 The lawmakers envi-
sioned that the public would play an integral part in both setting the 
range of alternatives to be addressed and in determining the potential 
for each alternative assessed.329
 Additionally, the Ordinance highlights the numerous beneªts that 
will result from implementation of an alternatives-based precautionary 
policy.330 First, the Ordinance notes that anticipatory action, as out-
lined by the precautionary principle, will result in the reduction of 
harm to both people and the environment.331 Second, the precaution-
ary principle fosters the implementation of safer alternatives that are 
technologically possible and ªscally responsible, and which may have 
been overlooked or underappreciated under the former risk-
management regime.332 An offshoot beneªt of this alternatives-based 
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approach will be the promotion of technological advancements, which 
will play a crucial role in the cultivation of safer, cost-effective alterna-
tives.333
 The Ordinance, by promoting public involvement in the deci-
sionmaking process, works to increase public awareness.334 Such public 
involvement beneªts society on two fronts.335 First, it helps to increase 
the representative nature of government, as all citizens will be empow-
ered and given an important voice in decisions concerning their own 
health and the health of the environment.336 Second, public involve-
ment and increased awareness of environmental issues may help to 
spur a “behavioral revolution,” where citizens increasingly recognize 
the personal responsibilities and obligations inhering to them as critical 
participants in the ongoing struggle to ensure that the “air, water, earth 
and food be of a sufªciently high standard that individuals and com-
munities can live healthy, fulªlling, and digniªed lives.”337
 The Ordinance can be utilized to counter critiques leveled by 
detractors of the precautionary principle, such as John Graham.338 
One critique of the precautionary principle is that its vagueness ren-
ders it useless.339 This critique serves as the basis for Graham’s charac-
terization of the principle as a “subjective concept” that will inevitably 
lead to “precaution without principle.”340 In rebuttal, proponents 
have pointed to the speciªcity of the Ordinance, which details the 
who, the what, the where, the when, the why, and most importantly, 
the how, of applying the precautionary principle to environmental 
decisionmaking.341 Another argument raised by detractors of the pre-
cautionary principle, including Graham, is that the precautionary 
principle, in shifting the burden of demonstrating human and envi-
ronmental safety to producers, necessarily stiºes scientiªc and eco-
nomic progress.342 Advocates of the precautionary principle respond, 
however, that these arguments fail to take into account the inherent 
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ºexibility of an alternatives-based approach.343 The Ordinance does 
not require zero harm, only less harm.344 In analyzing alternatives, the 
expectation is not “that all harm, all impact, [and] all risk of harm will 
be absent,” but rather that after consideration of foreseeable eco-
nomic, health, and safety concerns, a feasible alternative will be cho-
sen with the “least potential impact on human health and the envi-
ronment.”345 In this regard, the Ordinance anticipates outcomes 
similar to Stern’s decision to withhold permits for three proposed 
cutblocks, Judge Stein’s decision to forgo the proposed highway in 
favor of an alternative northern route, and the India Supreme Court’s 
decision to mandate conversion of diesel-fueled buses to CNG.346
Conclusion 
 From its inception in the early 1970s as a German response to 
increasing air pollution, the precautionary principle has slowly devel-
oped into an internationally-recognized environmental management 
tool. In practice, the precautionary principle provides one method by 
which to address questions of scientiªc uncertainty, which commonly 
arise when dealing with issues affecting the environment and human 
health. Despite growing popularity of the precautionary principle, as 
evidenced by its inclusion in a plethora of international agreements 
and treaties, governments from around the world have responded in 
markedly different ways when determining the extent to which, if at 
all, it should be assimilated into governmental decisionmaking. The 
federal government of the United States currently takes the position 
that the precautionary principle does not represent a viable solution 
for dealing with questions of scientiªc uncertainty. The government 
suggests that the precautionary principle actually poses a threat to this 
country because of its supposed vagueness and imprecise nature, and 
its inherent requirement that proponents of action or activity carry 
the burden of proving safety, both of which the government believes 
will lead to a stiºing of economic progress and a decrease in the stan-
dard of living. 
 Internationally, countries have taken varying stances regarding 
the precautionary principle. These choices provide valuable insight 
into the role governments can play in either the adoption or rejection 
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of this relatively new environmental management tool. More speciª-
cally, they help emphasize the potential for agency indifference, the 
obstacle of judicial deference, and the importance of legislation in 
lessening the impact of these roadblocks. Additionally, and impor-
tantly, they illustrate that the precautionary principle, in order to be 
effective, need not be as inºexible as detractors portray it. Transfer-
ring these concepts to situations in the United States will help to illu-
minate the ways in which the precautionary principle may continue to 
prosper and grow in use, despite the federal government’s current 
opposition. 
 The Ordinance passed in San Francisco exempliªes this poten-
tial. In adopting the precautionary principle, San Francisco not only 
ensured future health for both humans and the environment, but it 
provided a detailed, ºexible policy that will serve to guide other legis-
lative bodies interested in adopting an alternative to the status quo 
risk-assessment and cost-beneªt approaches to scientiªc uncertainty. 
In stressing the importance of an alternatives-based approach to pre-
caution, as well as overall public awareness and involvement, the city 
of San Francisco created a policy capable of standing up to the federal 
government’s attack on the precautionary principle. While San Fran-
cisco was the ªrst city to pass legislation adopting the precautionary 
principle, it most likely will not be the last. Together, the San Fran-
cisco Ordinance and its future progeny may eventually inspire the 
federal government to dedicate itself to responsible management of 
both human health and environmental protection through adoption 
of a widely unknown and highly misunderstood, yet powerful and 
ºexible environment management tool—the precautionary principle. 
